The objectives of this experiment were to measure the effect of sustained convergence on the open-loop vergence peak velocity and open-loop vergence amplitude, and to assess the correlation between changes in the phoria and changes in open-loop vergence peak velocity induced by sustained convergence. Subjects sustained convergence on a target that required 12°of convergence for 5 minutes. Convergence and divergence movements of 4°from the 12°convergent position were measured before and after sustained convergence. Following sustained convergence, the open-loop vergence peak velocity and vergence amplitude both increased for convergence (regression slope = 3.68, r = 0.47). Vergence velocity and vergence amplitude both decreased for divergence (regression slope = 1.76, r = 0.36). After sustained convergence, a convergent shift in the phoria was noted in most cases. This shift correlated with changes in open-loop peak vergence velocity more for convergence (regression slope = 1.1, r = 0.33) than for divergence (regression slope = 0.71, r = 0.22). The results might be due to shifts in disparity detection brought about by the period of sustained convergence.
Introduction
The function of the disparity vergence system is to obtain and maintain single binocular vision. The disparity vergence system is modeled to contain two additive components called the fast disparity vergence system and the slow disparity vergence system (Schor, 1979b) .
The fast disparity vergence system responds initially to retinal disparity by moving the eyes quickly to obtain sensory fusion. Secondly, the fast system supplies nervous innervation, which is stored in neural integrator so as to maintain the eyes at the new vergence posture (Jones & Stephens, 1989; Krishnan & Stark, 1977) . However, the fast disparity vergence system has a ''leaky" neural integrator (Krishnan & Stark, 1977; Ludvigh, McKinnon, et al., 1964) . This increases the retinal disparity that again serves as a stimulus for the disparity driven fast system. Schor expanded this model to include a second neural integrator representing slow disparity vergence/vergence adaptation (Schor, 1979a (Schor, , 1979b . The fast disparity vergence integrator is represented with a short time constant, while the slow disparity vergence integrator has a longer time constant. With sustained fusion, Schor's model shows a build up of innervation in the slow disparity vergence integrator. The vergence innervation provided by this integrator dissipates much more slowly than that of the fast integrator.
Hung provided an alternative model of slow disparity vergence (Hung, 1992) . In his model, a single neural integrator is utilized in contrast to the two included in Schor's model. This integrator has an adaptable decay rate and is represented by an increasing time constant with sustained fusion. This model also predicts a slow decay in ocular vergence angle following sustained fusion.
A control model for accommodation, similar to that described above for disparity vergence, has been developed (Jiang, 1996; Schor, 1992; Schor & Kotulak, 1986) . The accommodation and vergence systems are linked together as shown in Fig. 1 . As can be seen in Fig. 1 , the accommodative system also has fast and slow components. If, for example, slow accommodation/accommodative adaptation rises, then fast accommodation will decline. This will result in a reduction in the contribution of accommodative convergence to the vergence response.
Changes in slow disparity vergence are sometimes assessed by opening the vergence loop. That is, fusion is eliminated such that there is no disparity feedback, and slow disparity vergence is then assessed as the position to which the vergence posture decays. If fusion is eliminated but a visual stimulus remains, then the fusion-free vergence position is termed the phoria. If fusion is eliminated by placing an individual in the dark, the vergence position is termed the dark vergence posture.
In looking at Fig. 1 , an increase in accommodative adaptation will result in an exophoric or divergent shift in the phoria, while an increase in slow fusional vergence will result in an esophoric or convergent shift in the phoria. Thus, both dark vergence and accommodative vergence (Jiang, 1996; Owens & Tyrrell, 1992) are likely to affect phoria measurements. In fact, it has been suggested that measures of vergence posture in the dark most directly assess the amplitude of slow disparity vergence due to the absence of significant accommodative input (Owens & Tyrrell, 1992) .
The response of the fast vergence system to disparity consists of two portions. The first termed the open-loop or transient vergence component, is reflexive and operates regardless of the similarity in shape of the disparate stimuli. This was demonstrated by analyzing vergence movements made to either similar or dissimilar targets presented transiently for about 200 ms (Jones & Kerr, 1972; Westheimer & Mitchell, 1969) . Throughout this paper, we will refer to the open-loop disparity portion of the fast disparity vergence system as the fast open-loop portion to differentiate it from the openloop situation where disparity feedback is eliminated so as to measure the phoria posture.
Later Semmlow and colleagues Semmlow, Hung, et al., 1986 , 1993 ) published a number of papers in which they proposed a dual-mode theory. These investigators demonstrated that the fast open-loop component operates over the first 200 ms of the vergence response and is controlled by a neural pulse of innervation. The open-loop portion determines the peak velocity of the vergence response, and controls the amplitude of the response to a large degree. The second portion of the fast vergence system, termed the closed-loop portion or vergence-sustaining component, is under disparity-feedback control and might serve to refine the final vergence posture.
What is less clear is the contribution of the fast open-loop component to the final amplitude of the vergence response. Zuber and Stark (1968) and Jones (1983) demonstrated that for a particular stimulus disparity, the amplitude of the fast open-loop response varied in proportion to the duration of stimulus exposure. Jones (1983) showed that for a 1°convergent disparity exposed for 200 ms, convergence responses were far less than the stimulus amplitude. On the other hand, Semmlow et al. (1993) used disparity stimulus exposure durations as short as 50 ms and showed that the amplitude of the vergence response was close to the disparity of the stimulus regardless of the stimulus exposure duration.
The first order dynamics of the open-loop fast disparity vergence system can be examined using the vergence main sequence. The main sequence establishes the relationship between the fast open-loop vergence amplitude and vergence peak velocity. Hung and colleagues have shown that the relationship between openloop vergence amplitude and vergence peak velocity is as follows. For an increase of 1°in convergence amplitude the convergence peak vergence velocity increases by about four times (Hung, Ciuffreda, et al., 1994) , while a 1°increase in divergence amplitude results in an increase in the divergence peak velocity of two times (Hung, Zhu, et al., 1997) .
In a study by Patel, Jiang, et al. (1999) , vergence dynamics for a target shown for 5 s (so the open-loop and closed-loop portions of the fast disparity vergence system were active) were compared prior to and after converging upon a 6°convergence target for periods of 30 s, 60 s, and 90 s. The accommodative demand was held constant. They found that the divergence dynamics changed, with the divergence peak velocity being lower after the period of convergence. However, the convergence dynamics did not change. Patel et al. (1999) concluded that the fast disparity divergence component can be adapted by a period of sustained convergence. They further concluded that the adaptation was direction specific, suggesting separate pathways for convergence and divergence control.
On the other hand, the divergence steady state posture (average vergence posture over the last 2 s of the measurement period) following each vergence movement was very accurate. The only change in vergence amplitude brought about by the period of sustained convergence was a reduction in the vergence overshoot noted within the first 500 ms after the vergence movement began. This overshoot was generally larger after 5 s of convergence than after longer periods of sustained convergence.
As mentioned above, one would expect any decrease in peak fast open-loop velocity to be accompanied by a decrease in vergence amplitude. However, after a period of sustained convergence, the investigation of Patel et al. (1999) revealed that steady state postures following each divergence movement were accurate in spite of a reduction in divergence peak velocity.
The reasons for this distortion of the main sequence are unclear. It may be that in Patel et al.'s study (Patel et al., 1999 ) the main sequence relationship was not apparent because of the influence of the closed-loop portion of fast disparity convergence. As mentioned above, it is not clear how much the fast open-loop portion contributes to the total amplitude of the vergence response.
One goal of this study was to measure the impact of sustained convergence on fast open-loop vergence peak velocity and open- (Schor & Kotulak, 1986) . loop vergence amplitude. By presenting the vergence target for a limited time so as to stimulate primarily the open-loop portion of the fast disparity vergence response, changes in peak velocity could be measured and compared to changes in amplitude. If concomitant changes in vergence peak velocity and amplitude occur, this suggests that changes in peak velocity brought about by sustained convergence most likely take place at an early stage of disparity detection in the neurophysiological pathway of vergence.
A second goal was to determine if the changes in fast open-loop peak vergence velocity brought about by sustained convergence were correlated with changes in the phoria position brought about after a period of sustained convergence.
Methods

Subjects
Twenty subjects (8 males and 12 females) with visual acuities of 20/25 or better and with no known ocular or systemic problems were enrolled, after signing a consent form approved by the Ohio State University Biomedical Sciences Review Board. The age of the subjects varied between 21 and 32 years of age (mean = 24.3 ± 2.7). Subjects were either emmetropic (n = 9) or corrected for their refractive error (n = 11) with contact lenses (refractive error ranged from À1.25D to À6.25D).
On the first study visit, baseline measures of monocular near point of accommodation (NPA) with a 20/40 near card target and near point of convergence (NPC) with pencil push up method were measured on all subjects. The average NPA for the right eye was 8 cm and that for the left eye was 9 cm. The average NPC was found to be 6 cm. These measurements were within the accepted normal range (Scheiman, Wick, et al., 2002) .
Experimental design
Haploscope arrangement
Two front surface mirrors were mounted at right angles to one another and at 45°to the facial plane. The mirrors were placed at a distance of 12 cm from the subject's lateral canthus. Targets were presented on two identical CRT monitors (CTX, VL 501 and CTX, VL 510) that were positioned at 28 cm from each of the front surface mirrors (Fig. 2) . Thus, the total optical distance from the target to the subject was 40 cm. The edges of the two front surface mirrors were obscured to prevent peripheral fusional cues. This was accomplished by placing a rhombus shaped black aperture around the edge of one mirror and a rectangular black aperture around the edge of the other.
The two monitors (1024 Â 768 resolution) were controlled from one computer using a computer program written in Visual Basic 6.0 (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA). The targets on the monitor were displayed simultaneously. The monitors were physically aligned to each other and the center of the target (fixation cross) was aligned to the center of the mirror using a Visual Basic program that allowed alignment of the target independently on each monitor for each subject. From this centered position target disparities were presented using computer software that accounted for each subjects' inter-pupillary distance. All measurements were made in a dark room. The monitors were closely matched in luminance by perceptually adjusting the brightness for a simultaneous luminance match for identical targets presented on each monitor and by checking using a handheld light meter (LITEMATE, III, Model # 502, Burbank, CA).
A white target on a black background was used for this study. The Michelson luminance contrast of these targets was 98%. Average target luminance measured on the monitors was about 92 cd/ m 2 .
The target consisted of two concentric squares (1°and 1.6°) with a central fixation cross (0.4°). This target was effective in holding foveal fusion and had details so as to hold the accommodative response. This target was presented binocularly to generate the disparity targets, and monocularly to the right eye for phoria measurements.
Eye tracking instrument
An ISCAN (ISCAN, Inc., Woburn, MA) binocular infrared eye tracker goggle was used to measure the eye movements. The temporal sampling rate of the instrument was 60 Hz for 132 trial runs and 120 Hz for 268 trials. Both of these sampling rates were ade- Fig. 2 . Drawing of the experimental set-up. TC 1 and TC 2 are target monitors 1 and 2, respectively, where the target stimulus is displayed. M1 and M2 are the mirrors mounted at 45°angle to the subject's face plane. E1 and E2 are the eye-tracking units consisting of the infrared source and cameras before the left and right eyes. quate for collecting vergence data (Patel et al., 1999) . No difference in vergence characteristics was observed between the two sampling rates. The spatial resolution of the instrument was about 10-15 0 and the device was linear over the measurement range. Target onset was signaled by a change in the digital voltage output signal. This signal was taken from an analog-to-digital converter (MiniLAB 1008, Measurement Computing Corporation, Norton, MA) board, and fed into the analog-in channel of the ISCAN (ISCAN, Inc., Woburn, MA) board. This arrangement permitted the synchronization of target presentation with the eye movement recording.
Test trial
In a given day only one trial was performed. Subjects were asked to come on 20 different days. This was to avoid any slow disparity vergence carrying over from one trial to the next. Ten trials were measured for the convergence direction and 10 trials were measured for the divergence direction for each subject. The order of the trials was randomized for each direction (convergence and divergence).
A calibration preceded the test trial and was performed for each eye separately (Fig. 3) . During the calibration, subjects viewed calibration targets (±5.43°crosses) with one eye. After the calibration procedure subjects were asked to blink and were then alerted before starting the test trial.
The test trial began with a fixation cross (8°convergence demand) presented on both monitors for 2 s. The position of the eye while fixating at this cross was taken as the zero position. The fixation cross was then extinguished and a concentric (two squares (1.6 and 1°) one within the other) target with a fixation cross in the center was presented straight ahead of the right eye for 20 s (phoria measurement 1). A black screen (0.3 FL luminance) was displayed on the left monitor. After phoria measurement 1 the fixation cross (8°convergence) was again shown for 2 s. This was followed by a 12°target disparity shown for 5 s. Thus, a 4°conver-gence movement was required to fixate on the new location of the fixation cross. Fig. 3 . Illustration of target sequence presented in a given experimental trial.
This was followed by either a 16°(convergence trial) or an 8°( divergence trial) vergence disparity target selected randomly, again requiring only a 4°vergence movement. This target was displayed for 200 ms (pre-adaptation). The short duration of the target was used in order to elicit only the open-loop or reflexive fast vergence eye movement. The 200 ms duration of target exposure was chosen because Semmlow et al. (1993) demonstrated that peak vergence velocity was reached about 150 ms after the vergence movement began.
The short duration target was followed by another monocular (right eye) phoria measurement (phoria measurement 2) over 20 s. The fixation cross was viewed for 2 s after phoria measurement 2 so that the next vergence movement began from the same place as all previous vergence movements.
The 12°vergence disparity target was now shown for 5 min and subjects were instructed to maintain fusion on this target. Near the end of the sustained convergence period, the computer beeped to indicate to the subjects that 3 s remained prior to the next target presentation.
At the end of the 5 min convergence period, either a 16°(convergence trial) or an 8°(divergence trial) vergence disparity target (concentric square target with central fixation cross) was presented for 200 ms (post-adaptation). The phoria (phoria measurement 3) was then measured over 20 s in the same manner as all previous phoria measurements. The trial terminated with the subject viewing the fixation cross. Vergence was monitored for the entire duration of the trial. Subjects maintained the desired vergence angle for most of the 5 min duration. If the target appeared double subjects were encouraged to make the target clear and single, which they were able to do easily.
Data analysis
Eye movement and target signal data collected by the ISCAN (IS-CAN, Inc., Woburn, MA) software were analyzed offline using MAT-LAB Ò R2007a (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA) software. Vergence eye position was calculated from the difference between the calibrated right eye and left eye positions. Vergence position data were low-pass filtered at a cut-off frequency of 10 Hz. This cut-off frequency was similar to that of earlier studies (Patel et al., 1999) . A two point difference method was used to calculate the vergence velocity from the filtered vergence position. Filtered vergence position, vergence velocity and target analog signals were then plotted for further calculations (Fig. 4) .
Peak vergence velocity was calculated as the maximum velocity in a given velocity trace. Vergence amplitude was calculated as the difference between the start and end of a vergence movement. Once the movement began, the vergence position did not decay back toward the starting vergence posture. The start of the movement was identified as the average of the two points prior to the start of vergence eye movement. This point was easily located from the velocity plot. The end of the vergence movement was identified as the vergence posture that corresponded with the deceleration of the vergence velocity to zero. A similar criterion has been used in earlier studies (Bahill, Clark, et al., 1975) .
Vergence latency was calculated from the difference between target onset time (noted from the change in analog signal) and the change in vergence eye position. Data column was manually inspected to detect the first change in vergence eye position in response to the target disparity. The start of the vergence eye movement was also calculated from the velocity plot. This difference was then converted to elapsed time in milliseconds.
Calculation of phoria
The objective phoria position was measured for 20 s. The first 10-15 s of the phoria measure is largely determined by decay of the fast disparity vergence component (Krishnan & Stark, 1977; Schor, 1979a) . The remaining phoria measure is determined by the rate at which the slow vergence component decays. Therefore, the average vergence posture for the last 5 s was taken as the phoria measurement in this study. Vergence plots on 10% of trials for all subjects were visually examined, and it was determined that the vergence position generally settled to the final posture early in the phoria measurement period.
Positive trials are those with a decrease in exophoria or increase in esophoria after sustained vergence to the 12°convergent target for 5 min. Negative trials are those where there was an increase in exophoria or a decrease in esophoria after sustained vergence to the 12°convergent target. A cut-off value of phoria change greater than 0.8°was used to identify the positive and negative trials. 0.8°w as the mean adaptation effect found after viewing the 12°conver-gence target for 5 s and was thus used as the cut-off value. Values of 0.8°or less were identified as negative trials (about 23% of trials).
Accommodative adaptation
While changes in phoria values are expected to result from vergence adaptation brought through sustained convergence, accommodative adaptation may reduce the contribution of accommodative convergence to the phoric vergence posture. Thus, shifts in dark vergence may be masked by this reduction in accommodative convergence during a phoria measurement.
To address this issue a study was conducted on 9 (22-33 years of age) subjects to measure the net accommodative adaptation that was likely to have been brought about by the sustained convergence task of the main study. The subjects who participated in this study did not participate in the main study.
Subjects were seated comfortably with their head supported by a forehead and chin rest. Targets were presented in a dark room using a mirror haploscope like that of the main study. The distance from the mirror to the subject's eye was 20 cm and the distance from the target monitor to the mirror was 25 cm. Measures of refractive error were obtained using the Grand Seiko Binocular Autorefractor/Keratometer, WR-5100 K (Grand Seiko Co., Ltd, Japan). The device took refractive error measurements continuously at a rate of 1.75 Hz. This autorefractor has an open view window that permitted subjects to view the target monitors binocularly while measures of refractive error were made on the left eye.
The target presentation sequence was similar in many respects to that of the main study. Individuals were shown a binocular fixation cross that appeared straight ahead. After this, measures of refractive error were obtained under two conditions. In the first condition, a (phoria) target was shown to the left eye with a black screen displayed on the right monitor. In the second condition, measures of refractive error were obtained in complete darkness (dark focus of accommodation) by turning off both the left and right monitors. The order of the two conditions was randomized and counter-balanced for the subjects. Continuous refractive error measurement values were logged into a data file using the RS232 interface of the autorefractor for the 20 s measurement period.
After these refractive error measurements, subjects fused for 5 min on a binocular target that required 12°of convergence. Following this period of sustained convergence, refractive error measurements were again made as described above.
The difference between the average pre-sustained convergence and average post-sustained convergence values for refractive error were calculated to give the estimate of accommodative adaptation for each subject. The average change in refractive error for all subjects between the pre-sustained convergence and post-sustained convergence periods for the phoria target was 0.12D ± 0.21. The average change in refractive error between the pre-sustained convergence and post-sustained convergence periods measured in complete darkness was À0.31D ± 0.83 (median = À0.04D). This latter value represented an increase in the dark focus of accommodation. One subject was found to be an outlier (demonstrating a particularly large increase in the dark focus of accommodation), and the average increase in the dark focus of accommodation was À0.03D ± 0.29 (median = À0.03D) when this subject's value was removed. Thus, these data suggest that accommodative adaptation was small in the main study.
Results
All subjects completed all 20 trials in the main study. Of the total trials collected for convergence and divergence, 119 trials for convergence and 111 trials for divergence were found to be free of blink artifacts and saccades in both the pre-adaptation and post-adaptation conditions. Trials in which convergence anomaly was detected were analyzed separately from the rest of the trials (see vergence anomalous subjects). Table 1 shows the average values of the vergence latency, vergence amplitude and peak velocity for both convergence and divergence.
Peak velocity versus amplitude
Scatter plots of change in peak velocity versus change in amplitude brought about by sustained convergence for all trials are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. An increase in x-axis indicates an increase in vergence amplitude for convergence and decrease in vergence amplitude for divergence. An increase in y-axis indicates an increase in vergence peak velocity for convergence and decrease in peak velocity for divergence following sustained convergence. Ordinary linear regression analyses were applied to these data. For convergence, the y-intercept of the plot was 0.48 and the slope was 3.68. For divergence, the y-intercept was 3.63 and the slope was 1.76. The calculated correlation coefficient (r) was significant and showed a correlation of 0.47 (p < 0.001) for convergence and 0.36 for divergence (p < 0.001).
Peak velocity versus change in phoria
The differences between the three phoria measures (phoria 1: measured at the beginning of the test trial, phoria 2: measured after 5 s of convergence and phoria 3: measured after sustained convergence) were calculated. On average, the differences between the phoria measures were found to be significantly different from zero (p < 0.05) for both the convergence and divergence trials (one-sample t-test) (Fig. 7) .
It can be seen from Fig. 7 that there is variability observed in the magnitude of phoria change. Fig. 8 shows the variability in phoria change for individual subjects (20 trials). While many of the subjects (n = 12) showed a convergent shift in the phoria on all trials, some subjects showed no change in phoria on some trials. However, no subject fell under the zero line in Fig. 8 , indicating that all subjects showed some change in the phoria on at least some trials. Scatter plots of change in peak velocity versus change in phoria after the period of sustained convergence for all trials are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. An increase in x-axis indicates an increased vergence adaptation (decrease in exophoria or increase in esophoria) and an increase in y-axis indicate an increase in vergence peak velocity for convergence and decrease in vergence peak velocity for divergence following sustained convergence. Ordinary linear regression analysis for the convergence plot revealed a y-intercept of À0.948 and a slope of 1.1. The correlation coefficient was 0.33. This was statistically significant (p < 0.001). For the divergence plot, the y-intercept was 4.4 and the slope was 0.71. The correlation coefficient was 0.22, and this was also statistically significant (p = 0.02).
Latency
A one sample t-test was performed on the difference between the pre-vergence adaptation and post-vergence adaptation vergence parameters for both the convergence and divergence directions. No significant difference was found for convergence latency between the pre-vergence and post-vergence adaptation trials (p = 0.48). Significant differences were observed divergence latency between the pre-vergence and post-vergence adaptation trials (p < 0.05).
Vergence anomalous subjects
It was found that on some trials (at least 4 out of 10 convergence trials), three subjects in this study showed no convergence response to the transient (200 ms) vergence stimulus (Fig. 11) . Interestingly, a vergence response was elicited for the same transient target after vergence adaptation. For two subjects, convergence responses were noted after sustained convergence on all trials where no convergence responses were noted prior to convergence. For the third subject, convergent responses occurred after sustained convergence in 5 of 6 trials where convergence was absent prior to sustained convergence. In another trial, this latter subject showed a convergence response prior to sustained convergence but no response after sustained convergence.
The convergence seen after the sustained convergence had a comparable latency period (231.7 ms) as that of the trials analyzed without them indicating that the convergence was indeed driven by the disparity system. Fig. 9 . Correlation plot between change in convergence peak velocity and sustained convergence. decreased after the sustained convergence period (Table 1) . With sustained convergence for every unity change in divergence amplitude, divergence velocity changed by 1.76 units. This value is similar to the value of 2 (peak velocity versus amplitude) reported previously for the divergence main sequence (Hung et al., 1997) .
On the other hand, for convergence, overall both the fast openloop peak convergence velocity and the convergence amplitude increased after the sustained convergence period. The change in convergence velocity following sustained convergence was 3.68 units with every unity change in convergence amplitude. This value is similar to the value of 4 reported previously (Hung et al., 1994) for the convergence main sequence.
It has previously been suggested that several factors could potentially influence convergence and divergence velocities. Patel et al. (1999) have suggested that increases in dark vergence would increase convergence velocity while decreasing divergence velocity. They also suggested that increased accommodative convergence would increase convergence velocity and decrease divergence velocity. Alvarez, Semmlow, and Pedrono (2005) demonstrated that peak divergence velocities are greater when divergence movements of a particular step size are made from starting positions closer in depth to the subject. Similar dependence of starting position has also been noted in cases of disaccommodation (Bharadwaj & Schor, 2006) . Alvarez et al. (2005) did not find an association between the starting vergence posture and the peak velocity of convergence movements. They speculated that their divergence results might be attributed to nonlinearities of the extraocular muscles or changes in the properties of divergence burst cells with vergence starting position. Jones (1980) demonstrated that the amplitude of divergent responses was greater when the starting position of these movements was closer. Jones (1980) also found that the starting position for vergence movements had no effect on convergent responses. Jones attributed his result to an increase in the size of Panum's area for uncrossed disparities brought about by accommodation (produced so as to drive accommodative convergence) at the closer vergence starting positions.
While Jones (1980) suggested that accommodation could bring about a shift in divergent disparity detection that could subsequently influence divergence dynamics, changes in disparity detection could also be brought about by sustained convergence. This latter explanation could apply to the findings of the current study. The period of sustained convergence might lead to suppression of divergent disparity detectors (or an increase in sensitivity of convergent disparity detectors). In that case, divergent target disparities may not be assessed accurately while convergent target disparities may be assessed more accurately. This could lead to a larger undershoot for divergent disparities (or a larger response for convergent disparities) such as that found after sustained convergence in this study. In addition, suppression of divergent disparity detectors or an increase in sensitivity of convergent disparity detectors would reduce the number of midbrain divergence burst cells or increase the number of convergent burst cells driven by the disparity detectors. This in turn could change the vergence peak velocity.
An alternative explanation for the reduction in divergence amplitude and divergence peak velocity found in the current study is as follows. The firing rate of vergence burst cells is most closely related to the instantaneous vergence velocity, while the number of spikes in the burst pattern of these cells is correlated with the amplitude of the vergence movement. (Mays, 1984; Mays, Porter, et al., 1986) . Thus, even if the disparity detectors were functioning normally after a period of sustained convergence, if the burst cells were suppressed or their sensitivity were decreased then one would expect a change in both the divergence peak velocity and divergence amplitude.
The results from the three subjects who did not respond to the convergent stimulus prior to sustained convergence (on at least 4 of 10 trials) support the argument that the disparity detectors are involved in the changes of peak velocity and amplitude we found. Jones previously described vergence anomalous individuals as those who did not make vergence responses to a transient (200 ms) vergence stimulus (Jones, 1972 (Jones, , 1977 . He reported the incidence of these anomalies as 20%, with convergence anomaly being more common (Jones, 1972 (Jones, , 1977 .
Both vergence anomaly and stereoanomaly are said to be due to a lack of disparity detectors (Jones, 1977; Richards, 1970 Richards, , 1971 . In all but one trial, when our three subjects did not respond to the convergence target prior to sustained convergence, they subsequently responded to the convergent target after sustained convergence. Such a finding suggests that convergent disparity detectors show enhanced responsiveness following a period of sustained convergence.
As to why Patel et al. (1999) did not find a concomitant decrease in divergence amplitude and divergence peak velocity, we can only speculate. Perhaps the closed-loop portion of the fast disparity vergence response had a more significant influence on the amplitude of the response in Patel et al.'s study.
Changes in the phoria
Sustained convergence was expected to bring about a change in the phoria primarily as a result of a convergent shift in dark vergence. The 5 min period of sustained convergence was often effective in eliciting a convergent shift in the phoria (average 2.5°). The change in phoria after sustained convergence is shown in Fig. 8 as measured by comparing phoria postures before and after sustained convergence.
The change in phoria following sustained convergence might not be an accurate measure of dark or slow disparity vergence if accommodative convergence is reduced by accommodative adaptation. However, the results of the study in which accommodative adaptation was assessed demonstrate that for most subjects very little change in dark focus occurred. Therefore, it is concluded that the phoria is an adequate measure of slow disparity vergence in this experiment.
A modest yet significant correlation was observed between the shift in phoria and change in peak velocity brought about by the period of sustained convergence for both convergence and divergence (Figs. 9 and 10). Convergence peak velocity increased with vergence adaptation while divergence peak velocity decreased with vergence adaptation. The correlation was greater for convergence (r = 0.33) than for divergence (r = 0.22). The conclusion that can be drawn from these results is that only a modest amount of the variance of peak vergence velocity can be explained from the convergent shift in phoria brought about through sustained convergence.
Accommodative convergence
A question that must be addressed is the issue of whether the vergence movements seen in this study were associated with the disparity vergence system or whether these movements could have resulted from a combination of disparity vergence and accommodative vergence. For the following reasons, we believe that the vergence movements in this study were primarily associated with disparity vergence. First, several authors suggest that the dynamic response of accommodative convergence is inferior to that of disparity vergence (Krishnan, Phillips, et al., 1973; Cumming & Judge, 1986) . Accommodative vergence system is shown to have higher phase lags with predictable sinusoidal targets in humans (Krishnan et al., 1973) and monkeys (Cumming & Judge, 1986) . In addition, Semmlow and Wetzel (1979) and Hung, Semmlow, and Ciuffreda (1983) concluded that accommodative convergence has very minor effects on the initial vergence response to a disparity stimulus.
A small sample of trials from the current study (one divergence trial and one convergence trial per subject) was examined. On average the time that elapsed between the onset of the disparity stimulus and the time at which the peak divergence velocity was reached was 357 ms (pre-sustained convergence) and 372 ms (post-sustained convergence). For convergence, these values were 294 ms (pre-sustained convergence) and 279 ms (postsustained convergence). Patel et al. (1999) estimated that the accommodative convergence would not affect vergence dynamics until about 400 ms after the onset of the disparity stimulus.
In spite of this evidence, we cannot rule out the influence of accommodative convergence on the dynamics of our vergence responses. Further, the degree to which accommodative convergence might have been employed for our subjects may have varied from trial to trial, and this could have added to the overall variability of our data.
Latency
The final vergence parameter that was measured in this experiment is the vergence latency. Vergence latency encompasses the time taken for the sensory signals to reach the cortex, the processing of the information (disparity detection) necessary for an appropriate eye movement, and the motor signal (vergence burst neuron activity) to elicit a vergence response. For the vergence responses recorded before and after vergence adaptation we can safely assume that the sensory signal reaching the cortex via the optics of the eye and the visual pathway remain constant. Thus, a change in vergence latency before and after vergence adaptation would reflect the disparity processing time (sensory processing) and the time taken to generate the vergence movement (motor output).
It was found that the divergence latency increased significantly after vergence adaptation (Table 1) . Convergence latency showed an insignificant decrease in latency after sustained convergence.
Conclusion
The results show that after a period of sustained convergence, fast open-loop divergence amplitude and fast open-loop diver-gence peak velocity decline while fast open-loop convergence amplitude and fast open-loop convergence peak velocity increase. The change in these parameters occurs even with a moderate convergent shift in phoria brought about by sustained convergence. These changes might be explained by changes in disparity detection brought about by the period of sustained convergence.
